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ABSTRACT
Nonlinear frequency generation at the nanoscale is a hot 
research topic which is gaining increasing attention in nano-
photonics. The generation of harmonics in subwavelength 
volumes is historically associated with the enhancement 
of electric fields in the interface of plasmonic structures. 
Recently, new platforms based on high-index dielectric nano-
particles have emerged as promising alternatives to plasmo-
nic structures for many applications. By exploiting optically 
induced electric and magnetic response via multipolar Mie 
resonances, dielectric nanoelements may lead to innovative 
opportunities in nanoscale nonlinear optics. Dielectric optical 
nanoantennas enlarge the volume of light–matter interac-
tion with respect to their plasmonic counterpart, since the 
electromagnetic field can penetrate such materials, and 
therefore producing a high throughput of the generated 
harmonics. In this review, we first recap recent developments 
obtained in high refractive index structures, which mainly 
concern nonlinear second order effects. Moreover, we dis-
cuss configurations of dielectric nano-devices where reconfi-
gurable nonlinear behavior is achieved. The main focus of 
this work concerns efficient Sum Frequency Generation in 
dielectric nano-platforms. The reported results may serve as 
a reference for the development of new nonlinear devices for 
nanophotonic applications.
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I. Introduction

Nowadays, nonlinear generation of light from nano-devices is a strategic topic 
in nanophotonics [1–5]. The main reason for this success is related to the 
different behavior observed in materials at the nanometer-scale as compared 
to the macroscopic phenomena [6,7]. This difference has been firstly observed 
in studies based on metallic – i.e. plasmonic – nanostructures. In these plat-
forms, the harmonic process is enhanced by the presence of surface plasmon 
resonances at the fundamental frequency of the pump as well as the frequency 
of the generated harmonics [8,9]. Several approaches have been successfully 
implemented and have also enlightened that the main limitation in terms of 
nonlinear generation efficiency is related to the high dissipative losses of 
metals in the infrared and optical range [10–12]. Therefore, overcoming 
such limitation is essential for realizing efficient nonlinear platforms at the 
nanoscale. A promising alternative to overcome this drawback is the use of 
dielectric resonator antennas that have previously been designed in the 
microwave and radio-frequency range and have recently been extended to 
optical frequencies [13–19]. A key feature of dielectric nanoparticles is that 
they can exhibit electric, magnetic and toroidal dipolar resonances while 
concurrently attain very low intrinsic losses. Starting from the optimization 
of a single isolated nano-resonators [20,21], the research has moved to the 
design of optimized 2D arrangements of nano-elements, also named meta-
surfaces [22,23]. Such platforms are periodic arrays of scattering nano- 
elements whose dimensions and periods are generally smaller than the oper-
ating wavelength. In particular, dielectric metasurfaces are compact structures 
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yielding strong enhancement of the driving fields, which makes them 
a versatile platform to boost, control and modulate harmonics and other 
nonlinear processes at the nanoscale [24,25]. Recently, Second – and Third- 
Harmonic Generation (SHG, THG) have been achieved in Aluminium 
Gallium Arsenide (AlGaAs), Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), Lithium Niobate 
(LiNbO3) and Silicon (Si) metasurfaces [26–36]. Since the efficiency of 
a nonlinear phenomenon decreases with increasing nonlinearity order, SHG 
and THG represent the two major elastic contributions among the nonlinear 
optical processes. In more details, in the SHG process, two photons of 
frequency ω are annihilated, and a photon of frequency 2ω is simultaneously 
created in a single quantum-mechanical process. When the optical field 
incident upon a nonlinear optical medium consists of two distinct frequency 
components, the process is regarded as Sum Frequency Generation (SFG). 
SFG process is analogous to that of SHG, except that in the SFG the two input 
waves are at different frequencies. For this reason, it is conversely possible to 
state that the SHG is a degenerate case of the SFG process, where the input 
beams have the same frequency [37]. Most important, in SFG, by properly 
selecting the input frequencies, it is possible to generate light in the desired 
wavelength range with an additional degree of freedom. This degree of free-
dom is related to the polarization of the input beams, which may be co- 
polarized, cross-polarized or any case in between, thus affecting the nonlinear 
response in different way.

This review is organized as follow: in Section II we report and describe recent 
achievements in terms of second-order nonlinear process in nano-structured 
dielectric materials. A brief overview of the main results in this field is given and 
a summary of reconfigurable SHG metasurfaces is presented. The discussion 
continues in Section III, where the nonlinear process of SFG is described both in 
an isolated nano-element and in a dielectric metasurface configuration, as well as 
infrared up-conversion imaging applications (Section IV). Finally, Section V is 
devoted to conclusions and future perspectives.

II. SHG in dielectric nano-structures

In this section, we discuss SHG in dielectric metasurfaces by focusing 
mainly on AlGaAs nano-resonators as the unitary cell of the metasurface 
arrangements. Although other materials, such as GaP [38,39], GaAs [36] 
and LiNbO3 have been proposed for enhanced SHG [40–46], AlGaAs has 
been widely used due to its high second-order nonlinear susceptibility (χ(2)), 
its negligible two-photon absorption in the Infra-Red (IR) spectral range 
(for specific aluminum concentration) and its low losses in the IR [47–49]. 
In 2016, Gili and coworkers demonstrated an efficient SHG of about 10−5 

(more than 3 orders of magnitude with respect to the plasmonic counterpart 
[1]) originated from an isolated AlGaAs nano-pillar when illuminated with 
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a pump beam at 1.5 μm and intensity of 1 GW/cm2 [50]. In this pioneering 
work, such a record SHG efficiency, is achieved by designing the geometrical 
dimensions of the pillar in order to fulfill a magnetic dipolar resonance at 
the fundamental wavelength, see Figure 1. In recent years, numerous works 
have been proposed with the goal of maximizing the SHG conversion 
efficiency in AlGaAs nanostructures [51,52]. For this purpose, anapole 
and Bound States In the Continuum (BIC) conditions have been extensively 
exploited [53–62]. The so called anapole condition could be interpreted as 
the concurrently excitation of an electric dipole and a toroidal dipole 
moment with the same amplitude but in phase opposition. The equivalent 
radiation patterns of the two contributions produce an effectively destruc-
tive interference in the far-field, leading to the radiationless nature of the 
anapole [63]. Such phenomenum has been demonstrated in different spec-
tral regions, spanning from microwave to near-infrared and visible frequen-
cies. In dielectric metasurfaces, the fulfillment of the anapole condition is 
not only associated with the suppression of far-field radiation but also 
enhancements in near-field energy, which facilitate and boost the harmonic 
generation efficiency [55,59]. For instance, in [53], it is reported that in an 
AlGaAs dimer platforms, the near-field coupling can be translated into 
further degrees of freedom to change the polarization state and the radiation 
diagram of the second-harmonic field. The nonlinear efficiency can also be 
strongly enhanced by the use of BIC modes. Traditionally, the physics of 
BIC was well-known in atomic physics, acoustic and hydrodynamics [64– 
66]. Recently, such concept has also been exploited in nonlinear nanopho-
tonics because it can be used to obtain extremely high-quality factors for 
optical metasurfaces or subwavelength individual resonators [67]. Instead of 
increasing the geometrical dimensions to excite, for example, high Q-factor 
whispering gallery modes, one can take advantages of the excitation of BIC 
even in subwavelength structures. The basic notion of the bound states in 
the continuum is vanishing coupling between the resonant mode and all 

Figure 1. (a) Electric field enhancement in an AlGaAs-on-AlOx nanopillar with radius r = 200 nm 
and height h = 400 nm, excited by a plane wave at 1550 nm. Inset: SHG conceptual scheme, 
with two photons of frequency ω being annihilated, and a photon being simultaneously created 
at 2ω in a single quantum-mechanical process. (b) Measured and (c) calculated SHG vs. r, for 
h = 400 nm and 1.6 GW/cm2 pump intensity. Adapted from [50].
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radiation channels of the surrounding space. Two main classes of BIC can 
be distinguished: symmetry-protected and accidental BIC. The symmetry- 
protected BIC is reached when the spatial symmetry of the mode is fully 
mismatched with the symmetry of the outgoing radiating waves [68–70]. On 
the contrary, the accidental BIC is obtained by the continuous tuning of one 
(or more) system parameter until an accidental vanishing of the coupling 
coefficient is reached [71–73]. The dramatic Q-factor enhancement at the 
BIC condition represents a key aspect for nonlinear optics, revealing uncon-
ventional perspectives for active and passive metastructures at the 
nanoscale. The main reason is that nonlinear harmonic generation in sub-
wavelength high refractive index resonators is not limited by phase- 
matching but it is mainly controlled by strong electromagnetic field con-
finement at the involved resonances. Since the SH process is proportional to 
the Q-factor of the fundamental resonance, an enhancement of the latter 
will dramatically increase the total SHG efficiency. In this context, a huge 
increase of the generation efficiency in terms of SHG coming from and 
individual AlGaAs nanoantennas tuned to the BIC regime has been recently 
investigated and demonstrated [54]. Apart from efficiency, the emission 
properties of the SHG signal have also been deeply studied and several 
solutions to obtain the nonlinear signal along the normal direction have 
been designed and experimentally verified [74–80]. More recently, the 
tunability and reconfigurability of the emitted SH light have been addressed. 
For this purpose, the use of anisotropic surrounding materials such as 
Liquid Crystals (LCs) has been proposed to achieve kHz modulation rates 
in metasurfaces composed of AlGaAs nanocylinders enclosed by E7 nematic 
LC (Merck Licristal). In [81] it has been predicted that, by reversing the LC 
orientation with a realistic voltage bias, a modulation of the total power and 
of the emission pattern of the SH is achievable in the optimized metasurface. 
Since the mechanism is based on the rotation of large (few nm) molecules to 
switch the LC state, the modulation rate is inherently low (few kHz). Faster 
SH modulation rates can be achieved by employing thermo-optical effects. 
The optically tunable control of SHG in all-dielectric nanoresonators has 
been proposed in [82], achieving a modulation rate up to MHz range. By 
exploiting a control beam that is absorbed by the nanoantenna, the refrac-
tive index of the dielectric element is thermo-optically tuned. Finally, the 
induced variation of the refractive index results in the amplitude modula-
tion of the SH signal. Modulation of the SH efficiency up to 60% is measured 
for a modest localized temperature increase of about 40 K. This huge 
tunability at the single meta-atom level has motivated the investigation of 
SH thermo-optical meta-devices [83]. Higher nonlinear modulation rates of 
a few MHz can be achieved by working with Phase-Change Materials 
around their transition temperature [84,85]. Finally, let us mention that 
ultrafast modulation rates have also been successfully proposed and 
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investigated. In this context, nonlinear absorption and refraction or electric 
field-induced SHG in centrosymmetric materials have been studied [86–89]. 
A summary depicting the aforementioned solutions for reconfigurable non-
linear modulation is shown in Figure 2.

We believe that these recent developments open new avenues for optical/ 
quantum communication and computing, virtual or augmented reality, 
imaging and holography. Since the above brief summary just aims to 
point out the potential of nonlinear SHG-based dielectric nanodevices, 
a more complete overview can be found in Refs. [90–92].

A further technological boost is given by SFG in dielectric metasurfaces. 
Therefore, the following sections will cover this new research field, demon-
strating the huge potential of the SFG nonlinear process from basic research 
to practical imaging applications.

III. SFG in dielectric nanoresonators

In this section, we discuss the recent achievements in SFG coming from 
a single isolated nano-antenna [93]. We consider an isolated Nano Disk, 
ND, made of Al0.18Ga0.82As with a fixed height equal to 400 nm and radius, 
r, in the range 165 nm – 365 nm. The NDs are fabricated through electron- 
beam lithography and are layered over an AlOx substrate (refractive index 
of 1.6), see Figure 3(a). The NDs axes are oriented along the [001] crystal 
direction and are arranged in a 2D-matrix with period of 3 μm, long 
enough for the inter-particle coupling to be considered null. The incident 
pump beams at frequencies ω1 and ω2 are used to achieve, through the 
AlGaAs bulk χ(2), a SFG signal at frequency ω3 = ω1+ ω2. The incident 
pump at ω1 consists of a laser source that emits femtosecond pulses with 
a repetition rate equal to 80 MHz, centered at an angular frequency ω that 
corresponds to a wavelength of 1554 nm. The second incident source at ω2 
is obtained by duplicating in frequency the pump beam at ω1 = ω. A beta 
barium borate crystal is used to obtain via SHG the second incident 
excitation which thus has a frequency of 2ω. The temporal delay between 
the two pulse trains is governed by a delay line in the ω beam path. It is 
straightforward to note that, for the specific choice of the incident fre-
quency, the SFG signal is emitted at ω3 = 3ω that also corresponds to the 
frequency of the THG, see the energy diagram in Figure 3(a). Thus, for the 
specific selected condition, the SFG and THG signals are degenerate in 
frequency. A schematic of the implemented experimental setup is illu-
strated in Figure 3(b). The incident light pulses at ω and 2ω are combined 
and focused onto the sample via a 0.85 numerical aperture (NA) air 
microscope objective. The time-averaged powers of the incident pulses is 
respectively equal to Pavg(ω) = 384 μW and Pavg(2ω) = 192 μW. The 
generated nonlinear emission at 3ω is collected in a backscattering 
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configuration through the same objective and optically filtered to remove 
unwanted spectral components. Finally, the emitted photon flux and the 
corresponding average power is measured using a single-photon avalanche 
photodiode. Figure 3(c-e) summarize the confocal maps detected at 3ω by 
scanning the sample under the laser beam via a piezoelectric microscope 
stage. Along the x direction, 10 nominally identical replicas of the same 
NDs are reported while the radius of the ND increases in steps of 6 nm 
along the y direction. In particular, Figure 3(c) reports the 3ω detected 
signal when the sample is excited solely by the pulse at ω. Instead, Figure 3 
(d) and (e) report the case when the sample is concurrently excited by 
pulses at ω and 2ω at co- and cross-polarized incidence, respectively.

All three maps (see Figure 3) show a resonant behavior around the NDs 
with radii of 200 nm and 335 nm. In particular, the resonance around 
r = 200 nm is almost equally excited by the different configurations of the 
incident pump polarizations. In contrast, around r = 335 nm, the maximum 
of the nonlinear signal for co-polarized pumps is associated to a dip in the 

Figure 3. (a) Scanning Electron Micrograph image of the fabricated resonators with a pitch of 
3 μm and a magnified view of an individual nano-disk as indicated by the white frame. The 
colored area indicates the result of the fabrication steps: the AlGaAs nano-disk is in between 
a underlying transition layer and the overlaying HSQ resist. The right panel shows a graphical 
representation of the two nonlinear processes involved: the THG and the SFG. When the time 
delay between the two input pulses is zero, the SFG is maximized, and it adds to the always 
present THG which is only due to the pump at ω. (b) A schematic of the experimental set-up. BS 
indicates a 50:50 beam splitter, SPF the short-pass filter, BPF the band-pass filter, DMSP the 
dichroic mirror short-pass, DMLP the dichroic mirror long-pass and FM the flip mirror. (c-e) 
Experimental confocal raster scans of the cylinder array where the power detected at 3ω is 
depicted in false colors. The arrows indicate the polarization of the two pumps: a pulsed beam 
at ω alone (c) or superimposed to a pulsed beam at 2ω with either co- (d) or cross- (e) 
polarization. The AlGaAs crystalline axis orientation is shown as an inset in (c).
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case of cross-polarized incidence (see maps d and e for comparison). 
Figure 4 elucidates the experimental results, stating that the measured 
nonlinear signal originates from the SFG process at 3ω = ω + 2ω. The figure 
reports the measured emitted power at 3ω as a function of the intensity of 
one of the incident pumps, while the power of the other one is maintained 
constant. A linear trend is observed for both magnetic dipole (MD) and 
anapole (AP) resonances, and for both co- and cross-polarized excitations, 
hence confirming the SFG nature of the process. This corroborates that the 
measured signal is due to the SFG process at 3ω = ω + 2ω. Nonlinear mixing 
has also been observed in the time domain by varying the time delay 
between the pulsed pumps at ω and 2ω, as shown in Figure 4 (c) & (d). 
The measured temporal traces present a temporal correlation peak arising 
from a flat THG baseline, which is produced by the ω beam alone. In this 
case, the experimental delay traces do not show temporal interference 
between the SFG and THG signals even if both are emitted at the same 
frequency equal to 3ω. This is due to spatial symmetries that forbid obser-
ving temporal interference in the far-field. For more details, the interested 
reader is referred to [93].

To further understand this dependence, theoretical simulations have 
been performed using Comsol Multiphysics. The resonators have been 
modeled as NDs with a fixed height (equal to 400 nm) and different radii 
in the range of 165 nm – 365 nm, as the fabricated ones. Firstly, the linear 
behavior is analyzed by numerical predictions. By performing a multipolar 
decomposition of the linear scattered light, it is possible to show that around 
200 nm, a MD resonance is excited at the fundamental wavelength while 
around NDs with radius of 335 nm, an electric anapole condition is fulfilled. 
We recall here that the electric anapole condition is achieved when the 
scattering response is dominated by the electric and toroidal dipolar reso-
nances with same the amplitudes and opposite phases. Therefore, around 
the two values of the ND radius (200 nm and 335 nm) the electromagnetic 
field is strongly confined inside the resonators and a boost in the nonlinear 
emitted field is expected. Secondly, the nonlinear response is also simulated 
both for the SFG and THG process. The incident beams are assumed to be 
a plane wave normally incident on the nanodisks and polarized along the 
[110] or [1�10] crystal axis. For a zincblende lattice material, such as AlGaAs, 
the SFG nonlinear polarization, PSFG, reads as: 

PSFG
i ð3ωÞ ¼ ε0χ 2ð Þ

ijk ½EjðωÞEkð2ωÞ þ EkðωÞEjð2ωÞ� (1) 

Instead, the THG nonlinear polarization, PTHG, is calculated as: 

PTHG
i ð3ωÞ ¼ ε0½χ

3ð Þ
iiii E3

i ðωÞ þ 3χ 3ð Þ
iijj EiðωÞE2

j ωð Þ þ 3χ 3ð Þ
iikkEiðωÞE2

kðωÞ� (2) 
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We initially set all the nonzero components of the χ(3) tensor equal to 10−19 

m2 /V2, as reported for GaAs in [94]. Instead, the non-zero components of 
the χ(2) tensor are set equal to 2 × 10−10 m/V [55]. Once the field is solved at 
the fundamental frequency in the first computational step, the nonlinear 
harmonic emission can be calculated with the previous expression of the 
nonlinear polarizations. In more details, PTHG or PSFG are used in a second 
computational step as the source of the wave equation at 3ω. Figure 5 
shows the measured THG (a) and SFG (c) signals acquired as a function of 
the nanodisk radius and compares them with the simulated signals, panels 
(b) and (d) respectively. To lessen the experimental uncertainty due the 
nonuniformity of the sample, the curve in Figure 5(a) and (c) are obtained 

Figure 4. (a,b) Measured nonlinear emission coming from an isolated single nano-disk as 
a function of the pump intensity at (a) ω and (b) 2ω when fixing the other pump intensity to the 
value reported in the insets. MD refers to cylinders exhibiting magnetic resonance (radius 
200 nm) while AP indicates nano-disk exhibiting the anapole condition (radius 335 nm). The 
fitting values of the power are reported beside each line, with the uncertainty in brackets. (c,d) 
Delay traces recorded on a single nano-disk having a radius of (c) 200 nm and(d) 335 nm. The 
pumps have polarization as indicated in the legends and intensities I(ω) = 0.79 GW/cm2 and I 
(2ω) = 1.6 GW/cm2. The left panels display a sketch of the two experimental incident config-
urations of the pumps.
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by averaging 10 nominally identical NDs. Let us stress that both measure-
ments and simulations confirm that the signal at 3ω is dominated by a SFG 
mechanism. Moreover, the general agreement between experiments and 
predictions is more than satisfactory. The peak positions are well mapped 
with the only noticeable difference for the MD resonance which is attained 
around a ND radius equal to 190 nm in the experiment and around 210 nm 
in the numerical results. The main overall dissimilarity can be observed in 
terms of relative amplitude for the SFG signal. The latter is due to inevi-
table differences between the perfectly modeled NDs and the fabricated 
one in terms of inclination of the axis, overall shape, crystalline orientation 
and surface contaminations. A complete analysis of these mechanisms and 
their impact on the nonlinear trend can be found in [93], where it is shown 
that by changing the relative contributions of these parameters, it is 
possible to obtain a better fit.

Figure 5. (a) Experimental and (b) simulated THG power as a function of the nano-disk radius. 
(c) Measured SFG power and (d) the associated simulated results. The red curve refers to the 
case of co-polarized beams while the blue one indicates the cross-polarized excitation condi-
tion. The pump powers are Pavg(ω) = 384 μW and Pavg(2ω) = 192 μW. Adapted from [93].
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The theoretical calculations have also been performed to obtain the back- 
scattered nonlinear far-field emission in the form of back-focal-plane 
images. The results are shown in Figure 6 both for SFG and THG for two 
representative ND radii: 220 nm (MD) and 335 nm (AP). The magnitude of 
the Poynting vectors is shown in Figure 6, where the experimental 
Numerical Aperture NA (equal to 0.85) is highlighted in white. The simu-
lated back-focal plane images have the 2-fold rotational symmetry of either 
the illumination or the zincblende lattice seen along the [001] direction. 
These maps are also useful to qualitatively describe the behavior of the SFG 
measurements. In fact, the experimental SFG signals have similar amplitude 
around the MD resonances for the two different input pump polarizations, 
instead the SFG signal shows a maximum intensity peak and a subsequent 
dip around the AP for cross- or co-polarized beams, respectively. Similarly, 
the simulated maps show that the generated SFG is mostly confined inside 
the experimental NA (fixed to 0.85, white circle) for both incident polariza-
tions around the MD resonance. In contrast, around the AP resonance the 
emitted SFG is mostly confined inside the NA for cross-polarized beams 
while is mainly radiated outside the NA when the pumps are co-polarized. 
This is in good agreement with the trends at the MD and AP resonances 
under co and cross-polarized excitations depicted in Figure 5. Let us recall 
that the integrated intensity of the superposition of the SFG and THG fields, 

Figure 6. Simulated back-focal-plane images. The top left panel reports a sketch of the non-
linear emission coming from the pillar which is calculated in the far-field approximation over 
a finite numerical aperture, NA. The bottom left panel reports the BFP related to the THG (a) at 
the magnetic dipole (MD) resonance and (b) at the anapole condition (AP). The white circle 
indicates a numerical aperture of 0.85, equal to the experimental one. The right panels are 
related to the SFG: (c) reports the BFP for co-polarized beams at the MD resonance while (d) the 
BFP at the AP condition. (e) and (f): same as (c), (d) but for the case of cross-polarized beams. 
The polarization of the pumps is indicated by the arrows in the middle of each image row. The 
black arrows indicate the electric fields ETHG and ESFG, respectively. The magnitude of the 
Poynting vectors STHG and SSFG is displayed in false colors.
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although emitted at the same wavelength, displays no interference because 
the SFG and THG emission always have opposite parity with respect to the 
coordinate axes.

As expected, the numerical calculations lead to more efficient gen-
eration of nonlinear signal in comparison to the experimental measure-
ments. In any case the SFG-to-THG power ratio, which is more 
significant than the absolute value, have the same order of magnitude 
for both calculations and experiments. Specifically, the ratio is about 40 
for the measurements and 20 in the calculations. Regarding the differ-
ence in the two ratios, let us clarify that the measured one is quite 
reliable within experimental uncertainties because the two nonlinear 
signals have exactly the same frequency and zero interferences. 
Conversely, the simulated ratio is strictly related to the input values 
of χ(2) and particularly of χ(3), which is affected by high uncertainty in 
the literature. Moreover, the initial value selected for χ(3) is related to 
a GaAs crystal, rather than to an AlGaAs crystal. To map the experi-
mental ratio, the selected χ(3) value only needs to be reduced by a factor 
equal to 1.4, leading to a χ(3) value of 7� 10−20 m2/V2 for Al0.18Ga0.82 
As. Of course, this evaluation is affected by large systematic errors and 
the resulting value of χ(3), therefore, should be considered as an order- 
of-magnitude estimation. Importantly, the obtained χ(3) for Al0.18Ga0.82 
As is in line with the estimated uncertainty for GaAs. At the same time, 
this procedure can be used to determine the nonlinear optical proper-
ties for other nonlinear materials and possibly with higher fidelity.

To summarize, in this section, efficient SFG is demonstrated for indivi-
dual dielectric resonators made of AlGaAs. Moreover, due to the specific 
wavelength choice, the degenerate SFG and THG signals allow to foresee the 
ratio between χ(2) and χ(3) and, in this way, predict the χ(3) value of AlGaAs. 
Finally, the strong dependence of the nonlinear emission on the excitation 
properties, such as the pump polarizations, and on the geometrical para-
meters of the system makes dielectric nanocylinders promising building 
blocks of nonlinear metasurfaces.

IV. SFG in dielectric metasurfaces

In this section, we report the newest achievements related to SFG in 
dielectric metasurfaces. The fundamental study reported in the Section III 
represents the cardinal core for understanding the nonlinear SFG mechan-
ism coming from a metasurface. Here, we will focus on a specific applica-
tion: by optimizing a dielectric metasurface we present an approach to 
achieve IR up-conversion imaging [95,96]. Consider a metasurface, com-
posed of nanocylinders fabricated on (110) GaAs wafers, excited by two 
laser beams, defined as the pump and the signal. In contrast to the previous 
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section, now, the wavelengths are different for the two incident beams and 
are respectively equal to 860 nm for the pump and 1530 nm for the signal. 
The latter choice is dictated by applications in night-vision technologies 
where thermal vision devices amplify long-wave IR emitted by normal 
temperature objects, whereas the pump beam is fixed to 860 nm, since 
pulsed light sources are easily available around this wavelength. By exploit-
ing SFG within the resonant metasurface, it is possible to generate an 
upconverted green light in the visible spectrum at a wavelength of 
550 nm, thus where the human eye has maximum sensitivity. Let us recall 
that when facing the lattice effects of a metasurface, the nonlinear emission 
is shaped into different diffraction orders, depending on the periodicity of 
the metasurface. Thus, for practical applications, a crucial feature to obtain 
is the nonlinear emission redirected towards the zero-th diffraction order, 
facilitating its detection along the normal direction. Several nano-resonators 
geometries have been proposed in the literature to achieve this goal. All the 
designed solutions are based on the symmetry breaking of the problem 
either from structural, geometrical or excitation viewpoint [76,79]. In 
details, several approaches have been recently exploited to modify the spatial 
emission properties of the second-order harmonic generated light. One 
opportunity is given by tilting the fundamental pump with respect to the 
main crystal axis of the nanostructured antenna [74]. A different possibility 
consists of creating a surrounding grating structure that allows the deviation 
of the harmonic radiation emitted at grazing angles from the optical reso-
nators along its normal [75]. The dielectric grating permits phase control of 
the nonlinear light produced by the nanoantennas and adjust the harmonic 
radiation for discretionary collection angles. It has also been presented an 
intuitive approach, established on symmetry breaking in the geometrical 
shape of AlGaAs cylindrical nanoresonators to obtain SHG towards the 
normal direction [76]. The asymmetric fabricated structure is known as 
‘nano-chair’ and represents a fundamental building block for tunable har-
monic generation [77,83]. Finally, the fabrication of dielectric nanodisks 
with crystalline axis rotated with respect to the global coordinate system has 
been proved by facing epitaxial growth on either (110) or (111) substrates 
[40,97–99]. In this context, GaAs (110) nanoantennas could represent 
a valuable solution because, with this choice of crystalline orientation, 
GaAs nanoresonators have shown highly normal SHG emission. Thus, 
a GaAs (110) metasurface will allow two copropagating beams to generate 
SFG light, mainly emitted along the normal direction.

The optimized metasurface is constituted by GaAs nanocylinder with 
a radius of 225 nm, height of 400 nm and a period equal to 750 nm, see 
Figure 7(a). The choice of these parameters guarantees the spectral overlap 
of the involved wavelengths. In other words, the simultaneous excitations of 
resonances at 1530 nm, 860 nm and 550 nm, (not shown here) is fulfilled, as 
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indicated by the 2D transmission maps of Figure 7. The transmittance 
estimation have been performed in Comsol Multiphysics, as a function of 
the period and the pillar radius. The calculations are obtained by considering 
a unitary cell composed of a GaAs nanocylinder embedded within 
a homogenous surrounding material (with refractive index, ns, equal to 
1.44) and by implementing Floquet boundary conditions at the cell borders 
to simulate an infinite periodic structure. The final design is highlighted by the 
purple points of Figure 7(b) and (c). Once the metasurface linear behavior is 
simulated, the nonlinear SFG calculations are performed, following the same 
steps and procedures as reported in Section III. The high efficiencies asso-
ciated with the doubly resonant behavior in the linear regime enables the 
generation of an efficient SFG signal. The total forward SFG conversion 
efficiency, η = P SFG/P s is equal to 3 � 10−7 for Is = 1GW/cm2. Moreover, 
as previously anticipated, the (110) GaAs crystalline axis orientation allows to 
obtain a non-null emission normal to the metasurface, both in the backward 
and forward direction, as depicted in Figure 7(d) and (e) where the SFG 
diffraction order decomposition is displayed for the optimized metasurface. In 
particular, for the selected metasurface parameters shown in Figure 7(b) and 
(c), the SFG zero-th diffraction order is the most efficient, meaning that the 
generated SFG is mainly directed along the normal direction.

The fabricated samples are obtained through electron-beam lithography 
following the same procedure as reported in [95]. The result of the fabrica-
tion is the metasurface shown in Figure 8 (a) & (b), which covers a total area 
of 30 � 30 μm. In this realization the GaAs cylindrical pillars are bonded to 
a thin glass substrate and embedded within a benzocyclobutene layer. The 
linear trasmission spectrum of the fabricated metasurface is measured by 
white light spectroscopy and compared with the numerical predictions, see 
Figure 8. The overall agreement is good. The green vertical line indicates the 
spectral position of the SFG walength at 550 nm, the orange one the 
wavelength of the pump at 860 nm, while the red one indicates the wave-
length of the signal at 1530 nm. We note that the calculations are obtained 
by considering the disperion of the surrounding benzocyclobutene layer.

Concerning the nonlinear emission instead, the experimental charac-
terization is performed by using an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) 
pumped by an 80 MHz repetition rate Ti:Sapphire laser, which allows 
delivering simoultaneusly on the fabricated sample two beams with 
mutually coherent pulse trains (i.e. a higher energy pump and a lower 
energy signal). Firstly, the wavelength of the signal is fixed to 1530 nm 
and the pump wavelength is varied between 830 nm and 880 nm, see 
Figure 9(a). As predicted by the simulation, the maximum SFG signal is 
obtained when the pump wavelength is around 860 nm. Secondly, the 
pump is fixed to 860 nm and the signal wavelength is tuned in the 
range of 1470–1570 nm, see Figure 9(b). The maximum SFG signal is 
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obtained for a signal wavelength equal to 1530 nm, close to the value of 
1550 nm predicted by the simulation. These experimental measure-
ments demonstrate that the maximum nonlinear emission is obtained 
when the metasurface is resonant at all the wavelengths involved in the 
process. To prove the origin of the measured SFG at 550 nm, the 
average power of the pump beam is continuosly increased from 2 to 

Figure 7. (a) Schematic transverse section of the designed metasurface indicating the height (h) 
and the GaAs pillar radius (r), together with the period (P). The pillar are assumed to be 
surrounded by a homogenous material with refractive index ns. (b,c) Calculated transmittance 
of the GaAs metasurface as a function of the pillar radius and period of the array for an incident 
wavelength of (b) 860 nm (pump) and (c) 1530 nm (signal). In all the calculations the 
nanoantenna height is fixed at 400 nm. A concomitant double-resonant behavior (either at 
the pump or at the signal wavelength) is achieved when the period is equal to 0.75 μm and the 
radius is 225 nm, as highlighted by the purple dots. (d,e) Corresponding far-field diffraction 
distribution of the SFG emitted from the optimized metasurface, when illuminated by the two 
incident beams, in the (d) backward and (e) forward direction. The zero-th diffraction order – 
(0, 0) – is the most efficient.
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20 mW in steps of 2 mW, while maintaining the signal beam power 
constant. Figure 9(c) shows the measured instensity of the parametric 
emission plotted on a log-log scale. A linear dependence on the pump 
power with a slope of 1.13 is recorded, confirming the SFG nature of 
the measured emission. The maximum experimental SFG efficiency, 
which is smaller than the theoretical one due to fabrication imperfec-
tions, is η = 6 � 10−8 when using incident average powers equal to 
Pave_p = 16.4 mW and Pave_s = 16.8 mW.

A thorough experimental analysis of the temporal synchronization between 
the pump and the signal is carried out by using a free-space variable delay line. 
The measured temporal duration of the SFG pulses is about 267 fs, which 
corresponds to the convolution of the pump and the signal pulses. This result 
indicates that the up-conversion process is mediated by a fast (electronic) 
nonlinearity and thus maintains the temporal information of the femtosecond 
IR pulses, therefore nonlinear metasurfaces can find applications in ultra-fast IR 
imaging. In particular, in the optimized GaAs metasurface, a practical example 
of up-conversion IR imaging can be realized, as shown in Figure 10. In this 
scenario, the signal beam (at 1530 nm) passes through a target (Siemens star), 
that is imaged by a focusing lens onto the metasurface. In this way, the signal 
beam carries the IR information (i.e. an image). Concurrently, the pump beam 
at 860 nm is also focused onto the GaAs sample. Following the same nonlinear 
mechanism described before, at the metasurface, the IR image is converted, 

Figure 8. (a,b) Scanning Electron Micrographs images of the fabricated nanoantennas (a) before 
and (b) after lift-off from the substrate. Experimental (c), (d) and corresponding (e), (f) calculated 
transmission spectra of the optimized GaAs metasurface in different spectral ranges. The left 
panel are for the visible region while the right one are for the infra-red region. The wavelength 
positions of the SFG, pump, and signal are indicated by the green, Orange, and red vertical lines, 
respectively. Adapted from [95].
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through the metasurface-mediated SFG process, to a visible one. Since the SFG 
is a coherent process, all the IR spatial information should be fully translated to 
the visible image, see Figure 10 (a) – (b). The main limiting conversion factor is 
related to having well-fabricated pillars forming the metasurface; any fabrica-
tion defects could introduce artifacts in the up-converted image in the visible. 
Please note that the IR image shown in Figure 10(b) is acquired with an InGaAs 
IR camera, using only the signal beam as the excitation source, while the visible 
images are captured using a conventional CCD camera. Figure 10(c) reports 
four acquired visible images in correspondence to different target positions – 
including the control case in which the target has been removed from the path 
of the signal beam.

The low-noise visible images are obtained at room temperature, in great 
advantage compared to other technologies. Differently from common IR cam-
eras, the proposed nano-platform is not affected by thermal noise. Still, the 
presented proof-of-principle design has lot of rooms for further optimized. For 
instance, the resonances can be selected to attain a higher field-enhancement 
leading to higher SFG conversion efficiency; the metasurface can be also 
optimized to operate in more than one single IR-channel, achieving thereby 
a multi-IR responsive device. To conclude, in this section we have presented 
a dielectric metasurface able to perform infrared up-conversion, at the nanos-
cale, through the SFG mechanism. An IR image is converted to visible wave-
lengths by mixing the 1530 nm signal beam with a pump beam at 860 nm 
within the metasurface, using the ultra-fast SFG nonlinear process. This 
achievement can facilitate the creation of innovative night vision tools and IR 
sensor devices.

Figure 9. Spectral dependence of the SFG emission on the varying wavelength of (a) the pump 
beam from 830 to 880 nm (by fixing the signal at 1530 nm), and (b) the signal beam from 1470 
to 1570 nm (by keeping the pump at 860 nm). The black dashed lines indicate the maximum 
SFG obtained by the numerical simulations. (c) Intensity dependence of the SFG on the pump 
power in a log-log plot. The solid line represents the linear fit to the experimental data (slope 
equal to 1.13). The inset display a Scanning Electron Micrographs image of the metasurface 
under test. The grey and yellow arrows represent the signal and pump beams, respectively.
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V. Conclusions

The field of dielectric and semiconductor nanoresonators and metasur-
faces with large bulk susceptibility, χ(2), and an associated enhanced non-
linear emission is rapidly developing inspired by basic demonstrations of 
SHG in high-refractive-index nanoparticles. Dielectric resonators offer 
peculiar properties such as high electromagnetic enhancement, strong 
nonlinear light–matter interaction, and low infrared losses that are espe-
cially advantageous for the design of nonlinear platforms. Among all the 
nonlinear phenomena of second order, the SFG is of particular interest. 
Indeed, by carefully designing dielectric nanostructures it is possible to 
obtain an efficient SFG signal that propagates in the normal direction to 
the substrate, which is desirable for many applications.

Figure 10. (a) Optical microscope image of the Siemens star utilized for imaging. The section of 
the target used in the IR image is highlighted by the light-blue square. (b) The plot in the 
middle represents a sketch of the IR up-conversion imaging mechanism by exploiting the 
optimized GaAs metasurface: the metasurface is simultaneously illuminated by the pump and 
signal beams, generating at the output the SFG emission. The left panel shows the IR signal 
image acquired with an InGaAs camera. By simultaneously illuminating the metasurface with 
the IR image (in the signal beam) and the pump beam, due to the SFG process, a visible image 
of the target is obtained, which is subsequently imaged by a lens onto a CCD camera. The size of 
the fabricated metasurface is 30 μm×30 μm whereas the scale bars correspond to 15 μm. (c) 
Optical microscope images acquired at different positions of the target (left column) and their 
visible upconverted images (right column). The position (I) shows the SFG emission in the 
absence of the target whereas positions from (II) to (IV) display the visible SFG images for three 
different target positions in the transverse plane.
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In this review, after presenting the main achievements regarding the 
SHG in dielectric devices, we discuss the most recent results obtained 
in terms of SFG from both isolated nano-structures and metasurfaces. 
Concerning the individual nanostructure, we report the fundamental 
study of SFG coming from AlGaAs pillars when the first incident 
pump has a frequency ω and the second one is at 2 ω. This allows 
obtaining a SFG emission with the same wavelength of the emitted 
THG signal. Hence, a strategy to compute the χ(3) value of AlGaAs is 
presented. The reported approach can also be easily exploited for 
other materials, obtaining a solid estimation of the nonlinear suscept-
ibility of the third order in dielectrics which is commonly uncertain. 
Regarding the 2D arrangement of nanoresonators by exploiting the 
SFG mechanism, we present an IR imaging device using the SFG 
process in a GaAs metasurface. In particular, we show that an IR 
image, if properly mixed with a pump beam, can be translated to the 
visible spectral range. The presented results may open new possibilities 
for the realization of ultra-compact IR imaging platforms with possible 
applications in night vision instruments, machine vision and life 
sciences.
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